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Abstract 
A new mechanism for selectively reducing the lithium abundance, known as the 
cosmological lithium problem , while keeping other BBN predictions intact is proposed, 
respectively, the direct destroy of its precursor Be7  by interaction with a new particle 
type. In the work,  I will show that exist a such particle at keVT 50  during Big bang 
nucleosynthesis (BBN), and this could be a near fully decayed (by the release of its 
gravitons) primordially  micro-black holes ( BH )  that by merging with the quarks of 
the Be7 nucleons, with its further releasing of gravitons, then  directly  destroy Be7  as 
the precursor of 
4
7
3 Li , thus reducing its abundance.  
1. Introduction 
There are three things which wait to be elucidated of very long time: namely,  the black 
holes (BH) existence and structure, the gravitation,  and how is created the Universe. 
Following the LIGO experiment, partially these things for the first time become more 
clearly, thus, firstly the existence of BHs, that theirs merging generates the gravitational 
waves (gravitons), that only these gravitons  deform the space-time.  
Mathematics is selectively real. We physicists love our equations. They are so powerful 
that we often become convinced they are real in themselves. It is that way that we 
become platonists making mathematics a kind of skeleton on which the flesh of the world 
is hung hang. But for Unger and Smolin, this reification of mathematics can lead 
physicists into dangerous territory where mathematical "beauty" and "elegance" get 
substituted for real information about the real world. As they put it: "Our mathematical 
inventions offer us no shortcut to timeless truth... They never replace the work of 
scientific discovery and of imagination. The effectiveness of mathematics in natural 
science is reasonable because it is limited and relative." 
Thus, like in the “motto”, by the use of simple equations of physics before ’75  and 
rationales we found the mainly waited answers to these hot questions. 
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 In my recently works [1], [2], [3] is proposed that the key of these is the graviton viewed 
as gravitational charge quantized as cMG Planck   and which participate as the  inside 
constituent of any fundamental particle. For example, the electron (quark) which is in fact 
a sphere with a very small radius and inside this is distributed the momentum of photon 
energy in equilibrium with gravitational charge 
PlanckMG . In effect, this particular 
model would states that the electron is in fact just a form of ''trapped light'', for that a 
collision 2  ee . 
The next step it was  when we consider  the generation of the Virtual Micro-black-holes 
pairs ( BH ), which  occur with a number density of approximately one per Quantum 
bubble, that means one per quantum bubble volume, ][10 3613    mdn HP ; where 
Hubble constant md
H
2010 , at Electroweak epoch (EW) when it is considered. 
Theoretical arguments suggest that virtual black holes should have mass on the order of 
the Planck particles, each one having  a graviton number 351 10)(  CPg cn   ; where 
the energy of the Planck particle is JP
910 ; the Compton length is 1 cmgC  ; 
and the mass of one graviton is kgMm Pg
4335 1010  . Therefore, per total in 
Universe are created 963561 101010 Ugn , so,  the total energy of Universe is 
Ju
709626 101010   , that corresponds with others model of Universe evolution. 
Now, my main supposition is that despite the elimination of BH  by instant evaporation 
(being of very small size) as has been considered in unanimity, in fact, these  BHs  
merge in pairs with release of gravitons as gravitational wave (GW) that deforms the 
space-time, after that, by capturing photons these remaining as matter particles [3]. Thus, 
in the cited works above, this hypothesis is verified by being calculated the entirely 
timeline of Universe, and the LIGO experiment.  
Now, the BBN describes the production of the lightest nuclides– D , He3 , He4 , and Li7 –
at times ∼ 1 sec to ∼ 3 min after the big bang. 
However, the BBN success is not complete: the predicted value of the lithium abundance 
[5],     107 1067.068.4 
BBN
HLi , is significantly higher, by a factor of ~  52 , the 
value inferred from the atmospheres of Population II stars, 
    107 103.06.1 
obs
HLi . What prevents this discrepancy, known as the 
cosmological lithium problem, from becoming a full-blown crisis for cosmology is the 
questionable interpretation of  
obs
HLi7  as being the truly primordial value, unaltered 
by subsequent astrophysical evolution.  
Indeed, several astrophysical mechanisms of how the reduction of lithium may have 
come about have been proposed, none of which resolve the problem completely [4], [5].  
Recently in  this Letter [4] the author  suggests a new mechanism for selectively reducing 
the lithium abundance, while keeping other BBN predictions intact.  
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A variety of models involving light, weakly interacting particles have been extensively 
studied in recent years [20] cited in [4], including axions, axion-like particles (ALPs), and 
“dark" vectors. Here, they point out that the cosmological abundance of Li7  can be 
reduced down to observed values if during its formation BBN is modified by the presence 
of light electrically neutral particles X that have substantial interactions with nucleons. 
Theirs abundance times the absorption cross section by either deuterium or Be7  are 
comparable to the Hubble rate, Hvn absX  , at the time of Be
7 formation. Light, very 
weakly interacting particles with energy or mass of ~ 10 MeV and lifetimes of O(10
3
) 
seconds can deplete LiBe 77   without affecting other elements. This is because, unlike in 
many weak-scale solutions, the suggested mechanism does not inject any new neutrons 
into the primordial medium, and operates  via direct destruction of Be7 . A variety of 
particle physics realizations of this idea is possible, and in particular ALPs with small 
couplings to d-quarks represent a clear target of opportunity for upcoming searches at the 
intensity frontier.  
In the following,  I will show that a such particle could be a BH  that merges with the 
others quarks of the nucleons, by the  release of  gravitons, thus, directly  destroying 
Be7 . These particles having near the same characteristics as ALPs, respectively 
keVT 50 , see below. 
2. The primordially micro-black holes as Neutral particles 
 
In Inflation models [1], the scale leaving the horizon at a given epoch is directly related 
to the number )(N of e -folds of slow-roll inflation that occur after the epoch of horizon 
exit. Indeed, since H -the Hubble length is slowly varying, we 
have Hdt
a
dta
adaHdkd 

ln))(ln(ln . From the definition Eq. (38) of [2] this 
gives )(ln dNkd   as  from [1], and therefore )()ln( Nkkend  , or, ][mkek
N
end   
where endk  is the scale leaving the horizon at the end of slow-roll inflation, or usually  
][11 mkk end
  ,  the correct equation being ][ 1 mekk Nend . When the wavelength 
])[( 1 mk   is large compared to the Hubble length ])[( 1 mH  , the distance that light can 
travel in a Hubble time becomes small compared to the wavelength, and hence all motion 
is very slow and the pattern is essentially frozen in. 
In this new scenario of Universe evolution are reproduced of the known data. 
Also, along the entire Universe dynamics is verified the Einstein formula
2mcE  , or 
when all the created photons transform in mass of the particles.  
Since, the FLRW metric of the universe must be of the form 2223
22 )( dtcdstads   
where 23ds  is a three-dimensional metric that must be one of (a) flat space, (b) a sphere of 
constant positive curvature or (c) a hyperbolic space with constant negative curvature, or 
for small commoving time 
aHc
dt
1
 ,  we can consider the distance as endaadsL  , 
so the volume is given by:  
 4 
][
1
)( 34 sm
c
aVmatter                                        
To estimate the horizon entry we use some derivations done in [1]. 
During Universe evolution , the horizon leave is when 1 leaveleaveleave Hka , 
][10 2711 mHk leaveleave
  , scHt leaveleave
361 103.3    at  the Electroweak epoch 
Here, the  Hubble constant  is defined as   resulting from the equations: 
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In Newtonian interpretation, the Friedmann equations are equivalent to this pair of 
equations: 
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][ 3mkg ; energy density 2cp    
If we divide with 2a  we obtain for outside the object (BH,  planets, stars etc.) 
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During Universe evolution at Electroweak epoch or Reheating due of the quantum 
fluctuations [1] a huge number of  the micro-black holes as Planck particles Pn  are 
generated, PBH mm  ; theirs energy being  at horizon leave ; Jac endg
26102    ; 
when 1 leaveleaveleave Hka , kgMU
53102.2  ; 
2cmc BHC   ; 
62613
1 101

  PavailableBH nVHn , or JJEn PUP
970 1010   
with  Ja EWendBHEW 1910
11   , JGeVBH
919 1010  , it results with 
][10 2711 mHk leaveleave
   by iteration for 5.2N ; in eq. (2);  ][102.1 126  mkend  ; 
][10 201 mH   ; st 27103.3  ; ][105 20 mR  ; ][10 271 mHl leaveC
  ; 
7102.8 EWa ; where 
9610 P
g
P
g nn


  as a “fix” number of  gravitons escaped  (an 
33
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inverse process of a black-hole ) from micro-blacks holes  created in Universe as the 
Planck particles during theirs merging (in pairs) that deforms the spacetime. 
Important notice 
“At singularity )1010( 2027 m   as following inflation theory when just are “born” the  
BHs  in pairs and later by the trapping the thermal photons at Electro-Weak Interactions 
epoch ,  see [1], [3], here is  not consume any graviton (not yet merging- the denominator 
being zero in eq. (1)), so, the added  spacetime deformation is near zero. Just after 
BHs generation, it appears theirs dividing into a lot of fractions which become as 
following: a fraction which will becomes matter particles (hadrons) via Quarks-Gluons-
Plasma (EWi), see [1], other for bosons ( .,, etcZW  ) and neutrinos,  other reserved for 
leptons (electrons), see [1], other reserved for special electrically neutral particles 
(without photons trapping that that determines the electrical charges [3])  (I call these 
“projectiles”), see below, the same for dark matter particles, see [1]. The pairs which not 
merge (so,  into perfect  equilibrium)  go directly into Quantum Vacuum, from where 
these  could be  extracted (mainly by a Schwinger effect) as the real particles, that,  by 
applying different external fields, like in case of experimental collisions (e-e, pp-p (LHC 
etc.), or instantly as W in case of  -decay , see [1] as  for the free neutrons decay ”. 
The number of gravitons that has been released following BHs  merging  is only 
   
68
26
96
26
101.5
1019
10
10


EW
g
mergingat
n
n

, and these generate the curvature radius 
of Universe ][10 20 mR  , or  just ][10 20 mdH
 .  
 
In other words the contribution to the space-time deformation is due of  
668 106.2210  P
EW
H nn , therefore, the available number of gravitons per each BH   
is 28108.3  . To note that at singularity 910 PEW  , so the consumed is near zero 
05.021061  P
EW
H nn . 
To mention that only this data set match the model. 
For the others epochs see the results done in [1] 
During the calculation of the Universe timeline based on merging of the primordially 
micro-black holes ( BH ) with release of theirs inside gravitons which deform the space-
time,  is obtained the epoch of neutral  particles  production, where it was obtained the 
energy for a pure one graviton  of BH  as from [3],  
Jc Cg
2610   ; where mcmgC 3   with kgmg
4310 . 
Thus, the further Universe expansion could be when the a fraction of the  primordial  
BH  particles of number calculated  in [3] as 6210BHn  via  Electroweak Interaction 
merging  can decay further to Neutral particles (N) of mass keVkgmX 85105.1
31   ,   
The BH  particles decay to EWi_N of mass  GeVkgm NEWi
422
_ 109.8106.1 
 , or  
JGeVa NEWiendBH
54
_
19 1043.1109.810    ,  
N
leaveend ekk
 ; 
][109.8 121 mkend
  , 14_ 101.1 QGPenda , ][101.2
21 meeC

  , with eq. (2)  
mR 710 , and ][10 71 mHend
  ,  scHt endend
161 103.3   , ][10 2711 mkH laeveleae
   
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we found 7.13N  to match the iterations cycle: 
NaHRTkm endendBg 
1 .  
The number of gravitons that has been released following BHs  merging  is only 
   
74
265
96
26
10.7
10104.1
10
10




BH
g
mergingat
n
n

, and these generate the curvature 
radius of the object R .  
In other words the contribution to the space-time deformation is due of  
1274_ 105.3210.7  P
NEWi
H nn , for two BHs merging. 
For neutral particles we have with the data above: 
JkeVa NendNEWiN
14
_ 104.187

   ,  GeVNEWi
4
_ 109.8  ; 
N
leaveend ekk
 ; 
][971 mkend 
 , 910nuclsYenda , ][101.2
12 mXC

  , with eq. (2) , we have mR
1110 , 
and ][10111 mHend 
 , KkT BX
910   ; scHt endend 335
1   , 
][10 71 _
11 mHkH NEWilaeveleae
   we found 7.20N  to match the iterations cycle: 
NaHRTkm endendBg 
1 .  
The frequency is Hzkc end
61 103  . 
The number of gravitons that has been released following BHs  merging  is only 
   
83
2614
96
26
102.7
10104.1
10
10




BH
g
mergingat
n
n

, and these generate the 
curvature radius of the object R .  
In other words the contribution from each BHs to the space-time deformation is   
2183
_ 106.32102.7  BH
P
Nconsum nn  , for two BHs merging. 
Thus, from the overall balance (via EWi_N) the number of gravitons which are  remained 
after all deformations  is : 
 
)( _
_ P
Nconsum
NEWi
H
P
g
BH
nn
n
n

 ;  
where, the number of gravitons initially of  each BHs  being: 3510Pgn , then,  
1)106.3105.3(10 211235 BHn . 
Therefore, this number of gravitons  which are still  embedded in BHs , gives theirs 
energy keVCBH 8510)1(
26     .  
These particles are electrically neutral like a black hole, and interact with the quarks 
tubes destroying it. As a verification we have  end
X Hv
V
n
 ; where 6210 BHX nn  ; 
where from [4], 24210)( mvv abs
  ; ][103.3)( 33541 smcHV end 
 ; 
][10][10 131113 mHmtv
V
n
end
X    ; st 335 , all that  verify the hypothesis that 
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the mysteriously particles which interact with nucleons are in fact the decayed micro-
black holes arrived at the time of BBN. 
 
3. Conclusions 
 
Again it is proved that the mechanism of merging of BHs  as applied to the calculation 
of timeline of Universe an for LIGO experiment is equally applicable to determine the 
production of these specially particles which following interaction with the quarks of  
Be7  destroy it, thus, implicitly reducing the abundance of 
4
7
3 Li . 
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